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WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: •Considerable
cloudiness and cooler preceded by showers in sxtreme
mornthis
portion
east
ing. Clearing and cooler tonight. Friday fair.
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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, Sept. 9, 1948

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

MURRAY POPULATION - 8,000

Vol. XX; No. 72 -

RUSSIAN SOLDIERS FIRE ACROSS BOUNDARY
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• Large Increase Of
First Graders Poses
Problem AtHiSchool
Authorities Hope
To Solve Problem
By First of Week
Overcrowded educational facilities became g disturbing reality in
is week.
Murray
high
Murray
at
Registration
school Tuesday broke all previous records, and school officials at
present don't know just what to do.
said W. Z. Carter, superintendent
of city schools.
The greatest gain in registration
was in the first grade. A total of
88 youngsters were registered as
compared with 68 last year. The
total fur all 12 grades this year is
718. The total last year was 690.
"The school was not prepared for
this large gain in first grade students." said Mr. Carter. "but as far
as we can see, there are three
possible ways to handle them."
The ideal method would be to
add another teacher, said the superintendent, but another room is not
available in the school At present
there are two first grade teachers,
and last year the students were
evenly divided between the two.
This cannot be done this year, because a group of 44 students is too
large for one teacher to handle. *
recommended educational meth:4s
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HAZEL FFA BOYS
TO FEED PIGS
FROM SCRAPS

Directed
Machine-C.- st
cy,
At A 1,21s° ..imist Germans

Electric Motors
Source Of
Frequent Fires

ern-Ten RusBERLIN, Sep
sian soldiers opeiied fire with Tommy-guns today on a vast crowd
of Germans engaged in an anticommunist demonstration in the
British sector.
The Russians fired across the
boundary between the Russians
and British sectors at the Brandenburg gate, on the Unter Den Linden, after Germans had stoned
other Soviet soldiers who drove a
Jeep into the British sector to relieve the guard at a Russian war
memorial near the ruined Reichstag building.
At least one German was wounded in the •back by the volley of
shots, according to Kenneth Ames.
United Press Staff Correspondent
who was at the scene. It was not
known whether there were other
casualties.
The shooting incident occurred
as the greatest mass meeting in

Fire Chief William Spencer said
today that electric motors seem to
be the source of most of tha recent
house fires in this community..
The last fire attributed to an
electric metor was at Finnley's Ice
Cream Parlor on the Hazel highway Sunday forenoon.
The fire was reported by Burnett
Brandon of the Four-Brothers Service Station. When the fire department arrived, the building was
filled *pith smoke and firemen had
to break through the front door.
After gaining entry oto the building.
they stood by until an electrician
arrived.
Spencer said that the wiring on
electric motors should be inspected
from time to time to make sure
that the motor is not a fire hazard.

Berlin's history was breaking up.
About 300,000 Germans from the
western sectors of the city had
gathered before the ,Reichstag to
demand a Democratic city administration, free of Soviet domination,
and protest against communist
rioting and seizure of the Berlin
city hall.
As the meeting ended, a delegation of the Germans began a
march toward the allied control
authority building, in the American sector to present an anti-Soviet
petition to me big four military
governors of Germany.'

Just then a Soviet jeep drove
through the Brandenburg gate into the British sector, wove through
the crowd and came to a halt at the
Russian war memorial, which is
yards inside British territory.
The Russian war, memorial is
guarded constantly by one Soviet
soldier.. It also had been ringed
throughout the mass meeting by a
special detail of about 50 British
soldiers, to. prevent any possible
molestation of the memorial or the
guard by the hostile crowd.
BROKEN TEMPO-Bandsman Guy Lombardo, his left arm in a sling, ruefully examines
Six Russians were in the jeep
his wrecked speedboat, "Tempo VI," which was severely damaged during the recent Golc
which entered the British sector
requirt
will
boat
the
I.,
L.
Freeport,
to relieve the guard.
Cup Race at Detroit. Salvaged and shipped back to
As the German crowd spotted
55,000 worth of repairs. Lombardo's arm was broken in the mishap, when he swerved tc
avoid crashing into another boat.
Members of the Lekeview church the jeep, booing and jeering beat Blood River will meet Sunday. gan, and in a few moments it was
September 12, at 2:00 p.m. to com- being pealed with rubble from the
ruins of bombed-out buildings.
plete the church organization.
The Russians leaped from the
The Presbytery as already formed
is composed of the following: T. G. jeep and levelled their machine.R. G. Shelton. guns at leaders of the crowd. The
Shelton. moderator:
clerk; John L. Parker, John L. Rye sergeant in charge seemed about
to open fire, and he was siezed by
berg and Lon Outland.
At the meeting Sunda*, 'Bro. T. ?frith& military holtce Capt.' John
Hughes. of Manchester. Eng., who'
FRANKFORT. Ky, September G. Shalton will preach the sermon,
and Bro. John L Ryberg will give was in charge of the British detail
two•
followed.
of
I
makings
the
awarded
"We have
9-Road contracts
Ire to be
around the Russian war memorial.
e charge to tht church.
Another possibility is to divide
top-notch teams." Fred Faurot, new
month by the Departmeiit of
British military police quickly
Following the completion of the
the youngsters into four groups
football coach at Murray State colways amounted to $3,090,558.19 in- organization of the church there surrounded the Russians, to proand only have school a half day
cluding $108914399 for new con- will be a baptismal service at the tect them from the hostile crowd.
lege, said today after observing,the
for each group. Each teacher would
The Russian soldier who was to
struction and $1,262,411.29 for re- lake.
fourth day of p'ac:
foretheir
in
the
squad
in
group
one
have
then
take his turn at guard duty was
surfacing of worn highways.
afternoon.
the
in
t
one
ice.
noon and
marched between two British milidepartment said the August
The
the
week
this
of
balance
For the
Football practice began at the coltary policemen to his post.
glreater than the
$1,916.786
is
total
two
in
remain
will
first graders
The guard he relieved was eslege on Labor Day with 53 hopevalue of contracts let in August of
groups, but they are only attending
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1948
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governor-nominate
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Butter:
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The Soviet soldiers turned their
make speeches in
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same tendency as roundsteak, fluc- 73. 90 score 66 1-2. carlots 90 score
a commanding
Sheep 2.400; salable 2.000: market guns on him, and spreyed..the
Talmadge held
Maryland. New York, Illinois, and
tuating widely across the nation 67 '1-2. 89 score 65 1-4.
active; 25c to mostly 50c higher on stones of the gate with bullets, but
lead over his chief rival, Gov M E. Massachusetts within the next 10
but showing ean average drop of
Eggs: iBrowns and white mix- spring lambs. Good
end choice he leaped. was caught on the
Thompson, on the basis of late re- days. He will also begin a series
5 1-3 cents-for the 10 cities.
ed , 12.251 cases, the market steady kinds 25 to 25.50e-top 82.75 for shoulders of the milling crowd,
turns.
of seven weekly radio btloadeasts
The, surVey showed no change for top the rest unsettled. Extras
sprinkling to outsiders. and escaped apparently uninjured
and Talmadge next Monday.
Both Thompson
in the average prices on sugar. 70 to 80 percene A 49. extras GO moderate
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were rival claimants, for the goverDixiecrats-Oov. J. Strom Thurthirty
the
during
flour
and
coffee
to 70 per cent A 48. standards 19 , Reernit---Bdche Riley of Fort RiMrs. Baker presided over a short
1947 after Gov.-elect mond of South Carolina, Dixiecrat
By JO WILLIAMS
norship in
Reinforcements of British miliday period. August 10 to Sept,. to 44. current receipts 36 checks! ley. Kan.. is visiting bis parents.
Approximately one hundred and business meeting at which time the
Eugene Talmadge died. The courts presidential nominee, told a states
Mrs. John Riley this week. tary police and German sector
9. The wholesale prices of these 31
and
Mr.
month's'
police rushed to the scene in
'ruled for Thompson.
rights rally in Dallas. Tex., that sixty parents and teachers met at minutes from the last
commodities were reported by Dun
school yesterday meeting which was held jn May
truck% arid formed a tight cordon
A Republican spokesman told the other political parties favor the Murray High
Bradstreet to have dropped
end
o'clock for the and also the minutes from the exaround a large area about the RusDemocratic Chairman J. Howard "amalgamation" of the rates. He afternoon at three
weeks.
four
last
The
the local ecutive board meeting, held last
sian war memorial, with the seven
McGrath today that he'll sing a said Mr. Truman, Dewey and Wal- first monthly meeting of
Mrs. Velma Perk. an Indianapolis
month at the president's home.
.e
P.T.A. chapter.
Russian soldiers and their jeep
"different tune" after Sept. 20 if he lace are "disciples of stalinism"
an organstarted
who
housewife
Each lady, upon her arrival was were read by Mrs. Pat Hackett and
still in the middle of the circle.
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That's when the GOP prenden- as the Dewey-Warren ticket's rep- by members
Over half of the poteidial draf- ter the first day were instructed open fire, but were hemmed in so
to buy meat.
and
precautions thet are being force homemakers
tee.
tial nominee formally opens his resentative in Massachusetts.
by the survey tees in Calloway county had regis- to come back at their leisure. she closely by British military police
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school
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of
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taken for
safety
The program, entitled
Louisiana -.Final official returns
they could not do so.
campaign with a speech at Des
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Progressive party planned a giant other for the governorship in No- Mrs Gingles Wallis and Mrs. Roy Mrs. Baker served
for British protection.
j rived. The men supposed to regis- appointed yet.
a little more than a year.
bowl.
Farmer, pianist.
roily in New York's Yankee sta- vember.
The Hazel chapter of Future
Farmers held a meeting Thursday
afternoon at the Hazel High school
to make plans to buy some pigs.
They will keep them on the school
campus. The boys will feed them
the lunchroom disposal. When the
pigs are ready to sell, the money
will be given to the treasurer to
keep until the buys go on their annual trip.
The chapter adopted the following committees and elected membership for each committee as follow&
WASHINGTON, Sept. 9. UP )Leadership- Chairman, Jimmy
Dublin; Joe Robert Lamb, Benton Rep. Brent Spence. D. Ky. said
Craig, Charles Tidwell, James Har- today that if the Democrats regain
control of congress in November,
mon.
Conduct of Meetings: Chairman, he will propose an immediate
Edrick Owens; Johnny Orr, Dick freeze on wages and prices.
Spence. ranking Democrat on the
Platt. Joe Davenport.
Recreation: Chairmen -. Paul house banking committee, said a
Mayer, Bobby wage-price freeze should be the
Brandon; Julian
Lawrence. Junior Knight, Roy En- first step In any long-range campaign to check uprising livihn
och. erald Alton.
Supervised Farming: Chairman_ costs.
"Then we can get at the problem
Charlie White. Jimmy White. Edand attack it on a long-range basward Lawrence, Joe Hal Starks.
he said.
Earnings and avings: ChairmanDan Taylor, Buddy White, Joe Hal i Spence sponsored President TruStarks. Will Edd Bailey. Owen man's extra-session anti-inflation
program which was rejected by the
Farris.
Scholarship: Chairman- Bobby Republicans. But he said he is
rogan, Frank lila Hubert Barrow, prepared to renew his price control and rationing proposals in the
Dan Jones, Eugene Armstrong.
Information: Chairman-- Irvin next congress if the Democrats
Shrader, 'Max Brandon. Freddy are in power.
OWens, Rdbert Sills, James Phillips, James G. Alton.
Community Service: Chairman__
H. M. Lawrence, Billy Denham,
Nortnan Mathis, James Smotherman
By PAUL BRANDON.
F.F.A. Reporter
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1948

1

- LOUISVILLE, Ky., Sept. 9—Ken- their most beautiful girl. judges '
tuckians come to the State Fair for will be choosing the best hands of
entertainment as well as for its tobacco to represent Kentucky's
educational beneftts. !!'Entertain- blue ribbon crop.
ment will be furnished to the N'th
and Barber Shop
degree" at the 1948 Kentucky State Fiddlers
Fair. September 12-18. according to Quartets "from Many States
John C. Wehrley, assistant man- "Back Home in Indiana" and
other familiar tunes will be sung
ager and superintendent,
-The most colossal, stupendous, by the close harmony quartets from
and other states in the Barbreathtaking array" of midway at- Indiana
ber Shop Quartet Contest end fidtractions, grandstand shows. Wes- dlers
from all over the country are
tern riders, aerial artists, and hip- entering
the National Fiddle
podrome acts are promised for your Championship
.entartainmant according to the The fiddlers Contest.
Will perform Septempress agents. "See Miss Faith
Bacon in person . . the originator ber 14, and the Quartets. Septemof the Fan Dance • . and her Hot- ber 15. "These are two very important features of the Fair", says
Thursday Afternoon, SepteMber 9, 194S
lyweod Starlet Revue-, they say. Cassidy.
"See th2 Marcus Troupe in one ot Woman's Department
Enthusiastic
the outstanding juggling acts in the
"Never to be left out in such a
Truth and Propaganda
country", and -don't miss Senor colossal
enterprise as the State Fair,
Don in the 'Side for Life'. Hold the
ladles this year will be right in
Someone has said ,the trouble with most government
your breath while the 'Lady in the
forefront" says Mrs, T. Byrne
aid programs is the way they are administered, rather
Sky' performs, watch the Summer the
Morgan, Supervisor of the Woman's
than their objectives. This is true with social security, unFollies of 1948 'greatest of all re- Department
"Entries from all
vues', showing in the grandstand over
employment compensation, TVA. and the farm support
the State top last year's reevery evening. In addition, there
system.
cord- says Mrs. Nadine Strain, in
will be 16 stage shows and 20 thrill
charge of the culinary Division
All are vulnerable to attack by opponents. and there
rides along the Midway, an organ Mrs.J. F. Furnish, in charge of
are always such big flaws in administration that the:;: at- rizo-rav MAFtwr::ADE: - Fluffy white ostrich
grinder
and
his
monkey.
Hitler's
feathers.
textile exhibits is equally enthusitacks are justified.
automobile'
now
feattired
at
the
sprounn,
;
- from the funnel-shaped collar of a black velvet
Railroad Fair in Chicago and two astic about her division.
For several months three has been growing opposition evening cape, mask the face of the wearer of this unique
igloos
Eskimos.
of
to the farm support program because the cast of living is wrpdened by Ca rven Of Paris A brilliant diamond necka
Fair to Open Sunday With
increasing.
to tit:. rn:--trry Cloak.
Green Creek.News CORDUROYS HAVE IT—These co-ordinated corduroy out200-Unit Parade
satisfactorily modelled by Arlene Dahl (left) and Donna
Housewives the nation over sincerely believe they
Doe Cassidy, special events chairWell we hove had that long Its,
would pay less for what they buy at the corner grocery
men. announcad that at 12:30 p. m.. wished for rains: it is too late to do Reed, soon will become part of many females' wardrobes for
town and country and campus wear.
store if the government repealed the farm program.
Stinday, September 12, there will crops much good but will let the
be a -gigantic, colorful Kentucky farmers go to work at fall plowThis belief supplies a fertile field for propagandists
State Fair Parade" from downtown ing.
who never believed in parity for-farmers. labor union
Louisville to the Fairgrounds. The Howard Tidwell has been sick
sal?'
itto„'•
•
leaders, chain newSpaper organizations and others. whose
200-unit parade is to be divided with a cold, bat is some better
dEfl
revenue is derived from industry rather than agriculture..
(4Sra
*
(
into four
main sectidns broken this morning.
•
•
, The federal government thiyear is using two billion
down to spell "F-A-1-11" and to Coy Phillips,- wife and little
dollars of the taxpayers' money to support farm-prices.
represent F-arm equipment. A-gri- daughter. and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
/e6f /i4efiesii./
This means, in simple language, that it is expending that
cultural implements, I-ndustry and Farris were Sunday afternoon callR-ocreation. Maurice Perkins has ers of Mr .and Mrs. Huston Miller.
much money to prevent a collapse of agriculture such as
been named Grand Marshal for the Mrs. Adra Alexander spent Satwe had in 1920. Ninety percent of this money represents
parade which will include bands. urday afternoon with Mrs. Fltasak,
loans to farmer on .basic crops which the government will
•/
celebrities, show people,.. animals. Miller,
recover, with interest.
floats.of
fleets
autos and trucks and
mrs: htattie St. John isn't feeling
Compared with'any other program of .relief the farm
too good at this time.
suport system is the smallest, not the largest, undertaking
Zeiner Farris and family and Mr.
Cider Movies to be Made if Fair
of its kind the government ever adopted.
For the first, time, a professional and Mrs. Herbert Alexander and
Like all government programs, faulty administration
sound motion picture Jo full color little daughter spent Friday night
is discrediting it and giving opponents justification in dewill be made of the Kentucky State at Kentucky Lake.
Mr and Mrs. Linn Tidwell are
Fair with emphasis placed en Farm
manding removal of all price props so that farm products
Bureau Federation Day. September visaing their son Howard.
will find their level on the basis of supply and demand.
14. According to J. E. Stanford. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Alexander had
We all know what a mess the government has made
ram Bureau Federation Secretary, visitors from Paducah over the
supply,
that butter costs nearly a dollar
of the surplus egg
the film will record -a visit to the weekend.
a pound and the baby's milk is from 21 cents to 25 cents
Fair- by a typical Kentucky farm
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Underwood
per quart. that millions of pounds .of potatoes rot while
family. It will be sponsored by and daughter of Fulton have
housewives pay dearly for
placed on the market.
the Farm Bureau and produced by visited in the home of Huston
the D. T. Davis Company. of Lex- Miller since we last wrote.
The truth about the matter i that such productington. The movie will have its
Mrs. Rebel &pion visited her
should never have been included in the parity program at
premiere showing at the National mother. Mrs. Mame St. John, Satall. Meat, a leading perishable, is not included. nor Ahould
Farm Bureau Federation Conven- urday afternoon.
any other product of the kind.
tion at Atlantic City in December. .11.tr, and Mrs. Charlie Culp visited (lc
guaranteed
So long as the farmer is
a living price
Later it will be circulated to all their daughter in Gilbertiville last
for grain, cotton, tobacco, and the like, all other products
County Farm Bureaus in the State. week.
could be sold on a free market and the government would
Fifty Breeds and Varieties
Obie Hart was in Murray Saturday afternoon.
Of Dogs to Sttow
not be losing any money on perishables.
Another opening day attraction
Mr. and Mrs. Wallis Edmonds
Meat, milk, butter and eggs will fare well for producMr,
Mil
be 41st Annual Dog Show were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
•
anyway,
fetches
("ina
so
did
price
grain
parity
why
ers if
FUJI CLIMBER—Wearing his coolie hat and a broad grin sponsored by the Louisville Kennel and Mrs. John Alexander.
gress yield to .pressure groups by including them in the
8-year-Old Julian "Skippy" Greene, of Newport News, Va. Club and under the direction of Dr. Mr. Tom Strader is a little betna
farm program? In doing so itthas endangered the permaW. E. MacGregor, Fair Board mem- at this time Bull Dog
leans on his mountain climber's stick as he pauses during
nency of the whole support structure.
her. Joe Earley. President of the
long
Fuji,
the
climb
of
the
Mt.
top
to
Japan's
highest
mounLouisville Kennel Club reports 371
As a general proposition a nation that protects its
tain peak. One of the youngest ever to make the trek,
entrtes iiniauding 50 breeds or Vafarm resources is a wise nation. Parity prices for farm
Almo News
i.
son
of Mrs. M. B. Greene, a secretary with the rietie. Judges for the Dog Show
Skippy
1
products is the most forward step -We yver.took lin the,field
Restitution Advisory Committee in Tokyo.
Mr.
Robert
Lee of Detroit is visitbe
ALIA
Charles
will
Krebs
(
and
Mrs.
of agriculture and if we hold to it we will entitle farm:!rs
TODAY
ing
Charles
Starks
Almo
of
and
Peter
)
C.
Gunterman,
Louisville,
to conserve the soil and build a foundation for national
and FRIDAY
Hugh Wynne. Memphis; S H. Bed- other friends and relatives of MurJudges Have Tough Time Picking Winners
prosperity.
dow, Birmingham and Mrs. Charles ray.
It is difficult, however, to distinguish the difference At Miss America
Miss B. Kesterson returned FriHerber, Cincinnati.
Beauty-Talent Contest
day night from a week's vacation
between high prii7"A and inflation. alsifto.properlv
analyze
Beauty Contest Takes on
•
in Milwaukee, Wm
/I:. HARMAN W. NI( HOLa
S
cause and effect.
F,,, Your heart and •Tm- The "New, Look"
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Sheppard
We blame the parity program on corn, for instance, United Pre.% Staff C . .pondesst braceable You," bust 34. shoe -71'a Considerable interest has been
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. Sept. 9 AA, in case you're keeping score. aroused in regards to the "Miss and family and Miss Datha Cleaver
for the high price of meat when we are eating beef produc- —Lr Pia- I'd sure
Kentucky State Fair- contest to be were guests in the home of Mr.
hate to trade;
ed, with nti corn at all and would knock the props out shoes with the II judges who'have' She brought down the house. held on Monday's
September 13. and Mrs. Dan Gold and Beth of
thai
But
for
matter.
so
did
all
the
government
from under all grain because the
is foolishly to pick Miss America,
• kids.
One beauty entrant won her coun- Marshall Sunday.
The
judges
squirmed
and
if
buying eggs at a high price and letting them go to waste.
Lit night th kids hit the raMPI anytesdy likes- to See a judge ty beauty contest wearing a long. Mr and Mrs: Hoyt Cleaver and
long-sleeved, high-necked evening family and Mr. Robert Copeland
The parity system provides farmers the same protec- at convention hail ir the prelim-! squirm. I dn. on account
of I've
tion the tariff has always provided industry. Due to the law skirmishes .which will windi faced a few in my time on offieial gown. It was not necessary for her were guests in the home of Mr. and
to appear in the conventional bath- Mrs. Berthal McAlpen and handy
fact we live in an agricultural region we favor it 100 per up on Saturday night with a new, business and otherwise.
of Ullen,
Rua, officials saY.
ing
th,4 Mist A. There's a not * of 2..14
tipqpito the inefficient way it ia arirniniatereri
Toefirria we ii nave some mote or Since Kentucky
r. and Mrs. Earl Humphreys
tb.L ent of the rail:Jana:.
produces
fine
,.Scholmistakes the government makes in wa-zting eggs and arsnipa.
the same. These .prellminariea by burley tobacco as well
Credit Control goes into effect Septemand
daughter of Mayfield were
a new car anda lot
as
fine
mare!
potatoes.
prialiac than you site from.a.arra I tke way. don't rntan a doitgone horses, beautiful women and pure- guests af Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaber 20, so do your buying or trading
We sincerely hope our people will distinguish the ins: Mrs. Gush-Gush an a raliti, thing. Samething like pulling up bred stock, a tobacco show will be ver and family.
doe.
to
the
had
at
the
end
of
the
before that date and we can give you
difference between troth and propaganda in forming an giveatvay provam.
heldan the M and M Building. on
baseball season.
September 13, according to Use our Classified Ads
opinion on the farm support program because we are Play- Eta!) paitainf-wise Bob.
a
better deal. SEE US SOON!
Rustiell, You've always got a chance, but , Monday,
They
1 H. G. Royalty, superintendent.
ing into the hands of enemies of the south and middle west the curly-h-ired o:d master of many
that's
all
Kentuckians
While
are
choosing
eet the husiness.
when we clamor for removal of props under farm prices. a ceremony at these thins:. wat7; =_
CASH, TRADE or TERMS
wearing a set of goose pire pies ei
ty td Nohiser fr.mt at 6700 peralle'.
"JOE BEAVER"
1948 FORD Super Deluxe 2-door. Radio and heatESOPs the kind Of a 'gay who 1
er. Nearly new.
wants to tell the people every contestant is wuoderfula He put in f.4
1947 CHEVROLET Pickup, nice blue finish, and
full everting. One was )uat I;s as
worth the money.
.derful as the iiazt aan Beth's 1,,
and -es erybady else's. 1947 FORD 2-door Super. Nice and clean.
First _They had the preliminaries
1942 CHEVROLET Fleetline. A real nice car. 2of the swim suit contest. •
The, girts_welked down'a' ramis.
tone blue. Good mechanically. See it and
that reminded' the -ball-headea set
drive it.
of a 'night out attar burlesque.
1941 CHEVROLET Special Deluxe Club
And then- with the -Judah,- an
Coupe.
the -spot --the anisotiiieement at the
Low mileage and one owner. Real clean, with
Young
Celia Bartlett, who'd
press t ,hies of • the wit:nsr.
black finish.
been brought up by an aunt
As if I didn't warrirem she'd _win_ while her parents toured in
1940 FORD 2-door Sedan. Clean and nice
looking.
a tattrpfe• days sigkr.2.
---- • vaudeville, has
Fair condition.
come home to
Miss kansia Vera J. R. Iston of
family that seem almost like
1940 BUICK Special. New seat covers,
.1rtaiitaaa_alightabrawiteate with
good paint,
bliie green. eyes..27 bust an size 5 strangers to her — "Those
and new rings. Priced worth the
money.
shoe' knitted- bTck onto the plat- Crazy Bartletts."
everybody
1939 CHEVROLET 2-door. Drives good,
farm and gave us guys a nice
and looks
calls them. Celia feels uncura
good.
- After ahat cane tae preimi'i c' wanted and terribly lonely
1938 FORD with new motor, but
of ..the talent cantest; *hare iiI- el among "Those Crazy Bartrugged looking.
forj ats tier" curv,:tt and g
niang lefts," and to make matters
1935
FORD
Pickup.
Good mechanically. Cheap.
on tiers-es and whatever ability she
has tat a-iy 2- little piece._ sirs a lit- worie there is a young house
SEE
US
FOR
GOOD CARS
tle sung er drum, a tune on the guest, Rusty Randolph, whom
plane,
•
doesn't like. This serial
*he
lia'anrieriii tnis
busilass vats Dorothy Jane Free. Miss starts
TG:4•1!/ssee.
if thAtarioi;ga
SKr'
rarer- out in a -fluffy batck strap-.
less thing. An orchid in her hair.
Dotty. a pretty blonde they're
. al! p eIty, Patassai aabaavait Maorated
.- brpnrtrii•st 411 Agr.,iety,
F
k•
can go. up 1-eirain
Your
FORD
Dealer
by singing -two tunes ha r 'tiler conditions improve Or
pall every cOnttruction worl,e'r off '
Main Street
Phone 170
1
1,g
it
variety
of
pitches.
Murray, Ky.
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Take it from a bus --

for

•

•
might make the Gophers go, add-ing speed and good blocking.
Otherwise Billy bye, a speedy but
light halfback, should be thL? spark.
Notre Dame has its traditional
Editors Note: This is the second nine at season's end.
surplus of material, but Frank Lein a serdes of prospects of college I Holcomb. besides his regulars. , ahy would never admit hope for
football teams throughout the na- has a raft of capable reserves and an undefeated season, even though
a bunch of reportedly good fresh- he's three-deepal !the way.
tion.
men.
THE MID-WEST
The Irish might be weak at
By ED SAINSBURY
Minnesota's fOrtunes, as usual, tackles, where
Siggy Czarboski
* HE KNOWS
will rise or stall on a tremendous and George Conner are gone, and
United Press Spurts Writer
and
WHY BUS TRAVEL
Bierman
Bernie
Coach
line.
•UPi—Pur9.
Sept.
CHICAGO,
at quarterback, with Johnny Ludue. Minnesota and Notre Dame. line coach George Hauser have the Jack graduated. But South Bend IS YOUR BEST BUY
of usual brawn at the forwards and insiders rate a little known sophopowerhouses
all traditional
midwest football, rated again to- nobody on the schedule, except more. Bob Williams of Baltimore.
day as the probable top clubs of possibly Purdue. can hope to out- as LuJack's replacement and a
play Minnesota in the head knock- good one. For tackles. there are
1948.
ing department.
just too many burly boys at Notre
Stu Holcomb, who took over
In the backfield, though. Min- Dame tir leave gaping holes.
the Boilermakers grid fortuned in
Bierman
little.
gained
1947. has back all but one of his nesota has
Otherwise the rnidwest lineup
that they enjoy riding on our modern buses because it
starters from last year. And while made one possible helpful player should be good, though and mighty
"
Cagne,
Verne
shift. sending end
it
1947,
in
poorly
opened
Purdue
has plenty
uncertain. Michigan
IT'S GOOD Bi..SINESS
to halfis just like having a luxurious car of their own, with their
came fast in the stretch and rank- a rugged olympic wrestler,
I of stars baCk from the big nine
TO EMPLOY
click
can
he
Cagne
If
back.
there,
big
the
in
best
ed as one of the
and Rose Bowl winners. But Fritz
DISABLED VETERANS
driver. I have driven for Western Kentucky Stages for II
Crisler now is athletic director
••110114 WAISMITUS—Cw.•••e• oat.
years and I know there is another good reason why most
and Benny Oasterbaan the new
grid coach. The 1947 Wolverine
folks ride with us: there is no less expensive way to travel,
offensive squad was poor defensively and the defensive team had
send Ellis Kinder 17-71 against
than with us. It is a fresh, clean ride, right from the heart of
(4-1 J.
no offense.
Porterfield
rookie
Bob
destination."
town—or is front of your farm home—to your
Even if the Yankees should win
Whether Oosterbaan can jell
the next two games, they 0111
one combined team with reserves
would leave the Hub a half-game
from what he has inherited is
Distributed by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
DAY IN—DAY OUT, ON TIME, IN COMFORT!
behind the Red Sox.
questionable.
I overheard everything. He wanted
CHAPTER THIRTY-SIX
Cleveland's third-place Indians
Wisconsin and Harry Stuhldreme to marry nun immediately, ano
Sum, Mr. McNutt is proud of his company.
scored an 11-inning 8 to 7 victory
WEEK later Lotus Ames sat it it mum t been for Miss Ames, I her may have the team alumni
H. has • ripcord of II y•ws without • chargeover Detroit. The Indians filled the
for
annually
expecting
been
In
have
would nave."
able acc;d•at. H•, like •II other Western Kimon the edge of the pool
bases with one out in the 11th
Stu Lawrence had crimsoned to • decade. The Badgers don't Play
tucky St•gris •rnploy••s. is just -hom•
Chloe Duval's patio and abthe cats: the face he turned Sc
and Walt Judnick smacked a sharp
who knows that no *sponse is spored, no •ttisnsentmindedly stroked the ears Lotus was abject. "Was that the Purdue or Michigan. so on their
Con ovisrlook•d to g..r• you good bus servic•.
grounder at Connie Berry. The
schedule only Minnesota and posof one of Mamselle's numer- scene I interrupted?"
Tiger second baseman's throw to
She almost felt sorry for him. "It sibly Northwestern look tough.
ous feline companions.
the rlate was low and Larry DobY
Stuhldreher has loads of letterWas it possible that it had been
slid across with the winning run. only six weeks since she nad come
"Why didn't you explain to me?" men and some capable freshmen,
Southpaw
Sam
"It I remember correctly, you but the 1;ladgers never have luck.
Zoldak, fours to Chloe seeking a lob as a singer'?
Cleveland hurler, gained his eighth So much had happened in the in- wouidn t let me."
Northwestern's Bob Voights can
He swallowed uncomfortably
victory. Art Houtteman was •tag- terim—sudden death and the proof
look for a better year. He has cennumbly."
most
apologize
I
"Then
truthfully
spoken
had
ged with his 16th setback. Dick that Chloe
She smiled ner forgiveness, but ter Alex Sarkisian, a sure challenwhen she said the Corbins had a
Wakefield homered for Detroit lust for power.
the others, suddenly realizing what ger for all American, to boster
in the sixth with none on.
Her eyes stopped following the had nappenecl, burst into delighted a tested.: but uncertain line, and
The Philadelphia Athletics won goldfish darting beneath the lily laughter. "Ah. thees ees wonder- four' good backs. Art Murakowski.
'Now I am
a twi-night
doubleheader
from pads and sought Chloe's across ful!" Chloe exclaimed.
because I know all ees well Frank Ashenbrenner, Don Burson
Washington and 'stretched the Sen- from ner The older woman's face happy
and Tom Worthington. By Novemseemed puzzled and a little sad. between you two."
ators losingnstreak to eight games.
ber. watch the Wildcats.
Lotus felt an unaccountable sense
Dick Fowler choked off a ninth- of guilt.
THEY were now an hour out of
Illinois will be weak at tackles
inning four run rally in the opener
"Will you ever forgive me for de- A New Orleans. The wheels hao and backs, and Ray Eliot has little
assumed a steady pace when Lotus
to give the Athletics a 10 to 7 ceiving you. Marnselle?"
chance .to find reserves this year.
Chloe nodded understandingly. and Stu Lawrence strolled into the
verdict while Carl Scheib held
although
course mon arni, eet ees club car ot the Washington-Dolma Iowa also has little hope,
of
"But
Washington in tow in the. nightcap
train. They pushed through the Dr. Eddie Anderson, one of the
your work. non?"
for a 5 to 2 triumph. Elmer Vale
"Yes, but we did make use of crowd and found stools at the smartest in the business, remains
hit a homer for Philadelphia in YOU. Even that letter Valetta Fon- small bar.
as head coach. The Hawks will
"Don't tell me you're going to have Al Di Marco, an expert pasthe second game and Hank Ma- deau wrote was at the price of a
sultry
a
on
menfhe
de
creme
have
jeski of the A's collected three s..f lightened jail sentence."
not much of a line and not
A little tinkling laugh answered day like this?" Lawrence peered at ser, but
his team's seven bits against rookie
much speed.
ner. "I thought eel sounded much her curiously.
Dick Weik and Forrest Thompson. too friendly .for Valette. You see.
She laughed. "No, I'll vary my
Ohio State. in Wes Fesler's seaThe Browns and White
Sox, we quarreled last time we met. but request to a mint -rains. You son, has 32 veterans from 1947. but
scheduled to meet in a double- she has a tempestuous nature so I know. I had to teach Joseplius how last year's Bucks won only ono
thought she might have forgotten to make one."
header, were rained out.
blood
"I don't suppose there's ever league game and the fresh
Pittsburg crept to within three- eet. Non. I am not angry weeth
You. rather am I sad at losing you. been a request for such a feminine show iv. At Indiana new coach
and-a-half games of the National You should do something weeth drink at the Cafe Duval before."
Clyde Smith. graduated from a
league lead by beating Cincinnati. that golden voice of yours ma cheLotus sighed reminiscently teacher's' college tutoring job, has
"Funny. I'm afraid I'm going u big George Taliaferro, a standout
5 to 1. behind Ernie Bonham's rie."
"I'm afraid there won't be mull miss the intriguing atmosphere or Negro back. If Taliaferro goes well
four-hit
pitching. The
Pirates
that place. Already I'm begInning
broke a 1-1 tie with four runs in opportunities to make use of it in
to feel as though the whole adven- the Hoosiers could win a few, but
this sort of work "
the eighth. Danny Murtaugh. Lash-Eh bien perhaps you wedl be ture had happened in some other hardly enough for a title bid.
out
ing
his fiurth hit of the game. using eel tel seeng lullabies then centurt"
"
"New Orleans sometimes nu
singled home one run, Eddie Fitz That young Mr Lawrence has a
on one." he agreed
effect
that
tot
you."
Gerald singled home two more and ,00k een flees eyes
Lotus olushed furiously "Oh. no "Chloe is going to miss you. I'm
Bonham's
single
produced the
sure Did she mention it?"
-I dent think he cares"
fourth run of the inning. Ted Klu"Oh,she was very understanding
"Mon Dieu you are blind. leetle
szewski's second inning homer was 3ne! Believe me I know—"
and quite tearful. I'm afraid I badSEPT. 1t-is — FAIRGROUNDS
the only Redleg run. Howie Fox
Her eves glittered and she waven ly misjudged her character There
LOUISVILLE
)er teweleo fingers so that her were times when I Was convinced
was the loser.
•••or
•
.•••••••••••
•••••,..
she was mixed up with those
Andy Seminick's 13th
homer rings flashed brilliantly in the sunmysterious
so
was
She
crooks
light But before she could elaborwith Ralph Caballero on firs in
ate on het theme Susiebelle ap- about the gold -headed walking
the ninth inning gave the Pinnies peared in the archway a n d stick."
An amused twinkle lit his eyes
a 5 to 4 victory over the Giants. announced callers.
"Send them out here." Chloe or- "Of course she Was mysterious
Seminick's wallop, delivered at the
the cane becauae she wanteo
about
expense of losing pitcher Ray Poat, dere(' and began preening herself
and shaking Pedro's sunflower to protect old Mr. Cartier. She
broke Philadelphia's six-game losmust have been quite a gal in her
seeds off the chair cushions.
ing streak. Walt Dubiel went the
day."
route for Philadelphia, yielded
A.MOMENT later old Mr Cartier Lotus stared at her companion
eight hits and gaineglialais ses4nth rm and his granddaughter ap- For some reason not attributable tel
peared. They were followed by Stu the drink before her, she felt very
victory.
lighthearted Stu Lawrence Just
Left- hander Johnny Schmitz, Lawirence.
being handsome. she reCalls gasped The fine, austere missed
hurling two-hit ball, gained his
old gentleman was one person flected but there was some quality
17th decision of the year when he whom she never expected to see in about him even more appealing
pitched the Cubs to a 4 to 2 trium- the house on Gallatin Street. She than lust masculine good looks, a
ph over the Cardinals. Roy Smal- was evgn more astonished to see sort of genuineness.
"Am I going to go on calling you
ley's single with the bases loaded him boS low over Chloe's hand.
Mr Lawrence Mr Lawrence?"
exChloe
friend."
old
my
"Ah.
in the ninth scored the two runs
Removing his cigarette he emit;
laimed with pleasure. "do sit down ted a good-natured laugh "Since,
that decided - the outcome. Rookde
and take this chair in the shade— we're rivals and equals in detectKen Johnson was the loser. Sinyou young People. too.ing. now I wish you'd call me Stu
gles by Don Lang and M4rty
Mr. Cartier caught Lotus' expres- Lotus"
Marion were the only Cardinal sion of amazement and chuckled
"That's the first time you've
hits.
"You did not think Mamselle called me that. Didn't think you
Brooklyn and the Braves were Duval and I were acquainted eh knew it."
"Yes I know all about you, even
not scheduled.
my girl? Ah. yes we've known each
Dther for many years—too many unto the strawberry mark"
She blushed violently and he
YESTERDAY'S STAR — Andy eh. Chloe? You see we grew up In
Seminick of the Phillies, whose New Orleans and have watched it laughed at her confusion "I'm
sorry:
to
that wasn't very delicate of
come
I
together
often
ninth inning homer with one on rrhange
this charming courtyard in the Old me"
gave Philadelphia a 5 to 4 win City to reminisce with Mamsellel"
The bartender placed fresh
over the Giants.
She war'
Aline looked mildly shocked drinks before them
••'
me)"
told
never
thankful for the diversion but Stu
'Cirandpere you
Behind each Chevrolet body by
He smiled enigmatically. "And Lawrence was still gazing at her
9
shy should I. my dear?"
raptly
Fisher is forty years of motor-car
"By the way. Lotus. do you five
M0441 %Liu,
She didn't answer and he
Af044
coachcraft experience ... forty years
swttched his glance to Lotus up to your name?"
IN 111511455 EFEKIINCT
She looked up at him and his
Much as I admire Mamselle Du"IN AIDING (0/115011
for pre(hesrolet's Positive-Action Hybodies
master.
building
of
val. I really came here to see you expression was full of significance
Your own tests will show that
draulic Brakes are especially
I understand you are leaving today "TM not sure what you mean?"
Chevrolet has more riding cornkrt
cision-minded America. To matchdesigned to achieve greater brake"1 seemito recall an old Hindu
and I must tell you of mg armored—thanks to its Unitized Kneelining contact -for greater safety
Wen for all you've done for the saying: 'He who tastes of the heart
less craftsmanship have been added
Action Gliding Rick and its worldat all speeds.
of Lotus must return to taste
Cartier family"
famous Body by Fisher.
"It was all a part of my work." agatn'" His tone was half serious
the methods and the metals of modern
half bantering "Is it true?"
she explained,
body engineering. Today, as you
—That's something You'll have to
"Not quite. . Aline tells me you
took a personal interest that un- find out for yourself Stu."
in the comfort, the luxury and
revel
loubtedly saved her from • grave
Raising his glass in a salute. he
,rror in Judgment.'
stared under It into the tree
the safety of your Chevrolet body by
Stu Lawrence was looking from depths of her eyes There we* deone to the other. "What's this all votion admiration and something
Fisher you will more clearly underelse reflected in his own He
about?"
MO•14 14.1•46
Norio Valeees
stand why MORE PEOPLE BUY
Aline turned her brown eyes on grinned.
IN All-ROUND SAFETY
aim. "Miss Ames tried to tell me
"Then here's to the success of
IN PE1111011MANCI WITH ECONOMY
CHEVROLETS THAN ANY
There's super-safety in( hevrolet's
what sort of a man Stacy was but our next adventure!"
You'll enjoy lively, dependable
I wouldn't believe her Tc convince
Fisher Unisteel Body C'onstrocOTHER CAR.
performance- at lower operating
he. she staged a little scene In her
(THE END)
tion. Unitized Knee,Action Glidcost--with the extra-rugged
'nom with him and stationed me (The characters in this serial are
ing Ride and Positive-Action
" valve-in"World's Champion.
fictitious?
sehind the bathroom door so that
Hydraulic Brakes.
head Chevrolet engine.

Traditional Powerhouses Rated Aga.m
As Probable Top Football Clubs

r WESIER% khlUal MIAS

?,

'Every Day Folks Tell Me...

a
UHAMP STOWS IN AMMUNITION — MarCel Cerdan, the
European middleweight champ, enjoys a hearty meal durng training at Loch Sheldrake, N. Y., for his title bout with
world middleweight champion Tony Zale. The pair will meet
n Jersey City, Sept. 21, on a card that also will feature the
Gus Lesnevich-Jersey Joe Walcott fIgh t.

Red Sox Take First Game In Crucial
Series With Yanks,Increasing Lead

o

•

•

Boston broke a 6-6 deadlock in
By MILTON RICHMAN
the seventh with a four-run burst
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK, Sept. 9 (UM—The on three hits, two walks a force
the American play and a fielder's choice. he
on
handwriting
wall spelled "BOSTON 'Page. third Yankee pitcher who
league
RED SOX" today and none knew was the victim of the rally, was
II better than the New York Yank- charged with the loss. The Yankees
ees, who continued a grim battle were off to a flying start when
with their backs against that self- they pounded Joe Dobson for four
runs in the first inning but the
made wall.
Capturing the first of a crucial Red Sox retaliated with five rims
three game series last night, the in their half against Frank Shea.
Red Sox plastered the Yankees, Lefty Earl Johnson, who relieved
10 to 6 and thereby increased their Dobson in the seventh, was the
American league lead to two-and- winner. Rogi Berra hit a homer
a-half games. It was Boston's for the Yankees with the bases
eighth straight victory and the Red empty in the sixth.
The Red Sox, shooting for their
Sox 23rd triumph in their last 27
ninth straight game today will
starts.

"Olympics" of Woodcraft
To Woodmen, the Uniform Rank is one of the
most important units of the local Woodmen
Camp. Its colorful drills and floor work are
indispensable to Woodmen rites and interesting features of social and public programs.
Attention of all Woodmen therefore was centered on the National Encampment ... the
"Olympics" of the Uniform Rank ... at Hot
Springs, Ark., August 29 to September 4, that
determined the national champion degree
teams in military drill and floor work.
The Uniform Rank Is another of the "extras enjoyed
by Woodmen along with their safe. sound Woodmen
life Insurance protection. Ask the local Woodmen
representative to explain how you can enjoy these
benefits of Woodcraft.

WOODMEN of the WORLD
Life Insurance Society
OMAHA. NEBRASIA

ik

T. C. COLLIE, District Representative
Phones: Office 499; Home 9804
Murray, Ky.

s
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Western Kentucky Stages

Be sure to
bring the Family to
see the GREATEST
show of all the year!

1948...

KENTUCKY

STATE FAIR

pr_or2JQ em-euicauvur erytwa on a pirociazt,
you inow that pitocluct Layood!

All America Likes

CHEVROLET'S
Bodies by Fisher

Gactiad titer." arra ex-clu.dttn2t

iteLer.oixt in duz Low-pit.izad el,2161./

• atiAttr-

Open Again

a

After complete remodeling, redecorating and the

•

addition of Modern Refrigeration
Facilities.

Come in and visit our remodeled
Grocery

•

Parker Food Market
Telephone I 06 1

South Side Square

60-9ne

RECEIPT BOOKS
4' to Page — In Duplicate
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE A
RECEIPT IS REQUIRED
LEDGER & TIMES

Vatia4p,,i.ex4 • • •

CHEVROLET— crizzl Of214/ CHEVROLET —IS FIRST!

PORTER MOTOR CO.
Phone 97

504 Maple
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••
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•
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Married September 1

Club News

Women's Page

Activities

ft

THURE

Locals

Weddings

JO WILLIAMS, Editor — PHONE 374-M

•
•••••'"""-

Engaged

• LOCALS

BART
LE
coz
y
isow,„1-4,

Mrs. B, B. Keys is visiting her
daughter Mrs. "-Bob Miller in
Springfield. Tema
•
Mr. L. E. Owen, Mr. Burnett
Waterfield and Rev. George Bell are
in St. Louis. While there, they will
attend some of the National League
baseball games. Mrs. Waterfield.
who has been visiting her family
in Iowa will join them in St. Louis
and return to Murray with them.

by Peggy Dern

Distributed ta I. nited Feature as ndit ate. Inc.

CHAPTER ONE

to a Mexican vacation and Celia

"I did." she told him sweetly

HE was a very pretty girl was going home to try to get a new venomous ner tone low ana trem-

S and

prospective And this was the trair
she was obviously, that was taking
her.
though not unpleasantly.
aware of the fact. The shining
CROSS the aisle a big redheaded young man in a worn
golden hair was loosely waved
and hung in a soft shoulder- esay suit and shoes that nad obviously oeen mended. though they
length bob: her skin had the were neatly polished looked
at her
exquisite dewy look that be- curiously Then ne rose and came
longs to properly nourished to lean above her and say pleasand gently shielded youth: her antly. "1 wonder if you and I are
going tothe same place— Latham eyes Were large ..and darkly town" I Know I have to take
a bus
blue and deep-set beneath from the next stlttion." •
Celia's blue eyes looked him over
thin. airy brows that were like
with a remote politeness that
soft wings.
brought a toucn of color to the
She sat well back against the young man's face. 'I'm going to
day coach seat of tile crowded Lathamtown. yes." she said distrain, daintily aloof from the cry- tantly.
ing babies. the rumpled travelThe young man decided that the
stained, haggard young mothers. coolness was merely shy.iess, and
and the irritable middle-aged men smiled down at her warmly. In his
who were sating on upended suit- lapel she saw the little plastic but-

A

bling "Buzz Bartlett is my tatner
I'm one_of the 'Crazy Bartletts'!"

'THE stranger straightened and
stood erect. All about him the
soldiers and sailors and marines
who had been listening eagerly
chuckled and looked at Rusty
Randolph with amusement and
pity.
"I'm sorry." said Rusty at last.
his voice harsh with anger. "You
had no right to let me make a fool
of myself."
"I let you? You needed no help!
You simply rushed in headlong
How dare You gossip and chatter
about the people you are going to
visit? If the family is so—so outrageous. I wonder you'd lower
yourself to visit them!" flashed
Celia hotly.
"I didn't say the Bartle rls were

Miss Bram& Swe
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley H. Futrell'.14sirray. Miss Futrell is a graduate
announce the engagement at their(of Murray State college Mr. Cordaughter. Miss Brunda Sue FutgIi bin attended Murray State and
to Mr. John GIVVLS Corbin. soh of is now in businesa in Pr ividence
Mr. and Mr. Oscar M Cotiiri. Sr. and Dixon. Ky. The wedding will
of Providehee. Kyr4 formerly of take place in the fall.

Personal Paragraphs

.
Mr. S.

z'

Butterworth. I Lin-, vacationing with Judge and Mrs
coin Par*: Mich i visiting in the C A Hale. West Maui street.
home of her eon Dr A D Butterwoyth and family.
Miss Charlotte Owen has returned her position as English
Miss Betty Jane Gl.cotio and her teacher at Grove High szhool in
brother David from Memphis are -Paris. Tenn_

Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Jones will
spend the weekend wish his brother J. H. Jones and family in
Marion.
••

e
Scotch So9!Ioss—Bri,k fa
suit that's new and -.mart fore and
It ...reflecting the recisetl interest
in clan plaid-. Black pure wool
skirt; gre* n and black clan plaid
wool and rxjon jacket. Mew.)
a%ailable with plaid skirt and black jacket. flti both outfit.
and rins-matth for four c(.-turnes.
Size., 10 to 18. $17.95

cases and trying to be comfortable ton, growing familiar nowadays, outrageous! They're a swell family
The girl stared out of the win- that announced he had been hon- and everybody that ever knew
dow at the flying landscape There orably discharged from the service BUZ2 Bartlett would fight to the
was a breath of panic in her heart of his country.
death for him. I meant no harm—
and in her face a faint reflecuon
"Ever been to Latharntown?- he I was simply repeating the legend
at that emotion, despite her young asked with interest.
of Buzz 13arUett. known to every
somehow almost touching poise It
-Once a very long time ago." she man who ever trouped with Meadwas crazy and absurd of course said coolly.
ows' Minstrels."
but she was frightened. for she
He grinned at her disarmingly,
"I don't think I care to hold an
was going home to a perfectly inlet must have been all of fif- open forum on the
strange place and to a family made teen years ago You can't be more family," said Celia subject of my
distinctly and
up of strangers: a mother and than sixteen!" he said cheerfully flatly.
father whom she scarcely remem"I haven't been in Lathamtown
Rusty seemed to become conbered. two sisters and a brother since I was twelve." she said with
whom -she couldn't remember at an almost icy distinction. "And scious for the first time _pf the
amused
and interested Inteners
all
that was eight years ago."
She was leaving behind her all
"I'd never dreamed you were so about them and he looked swiftly
around
the
little group. The serthe beloved, familiar things that aid!" said the stranger with his
had made up tier busy nappy life winning smile. "Ever near of the vicemen grinned at him in comThat life had come to an end Sc Bartletts? -The Crazy Bartletts, miseration. but Rusty's face darkfar as her heart and her emotions aeople call 'em I'm visiting them." ened as he looked down a'. Celia
and said al refuse to apologize bewere concerned on a crisp snows,
Cella Sat eery still ner face stiffday when Ellen Crawford
ening with shock and outrage The cause I meant no harm I don't
Martin Gray had walked into Lou- c•razy Bar-flats! Her own tam:la' think I did or said anything that
ise Patterson's crded New York
Before she could say anything the calls for an apology"
ande
"Well, of course you probably
studio and announced gaily atln• stranger went gaily on. "Burr
cork the champagne people! We're. Bartlett and my lather trouped to- wouldn't recognize the demands of
breeding." she told him with
good
going to be married tomorrow!"
tether fOr twenty years an a show
Even now weeks later the mem- railed Hal 0 Meadows Greater a delicate 'insolence that was more
ory of that day was so vivid that Minstrels I've never met Basz Out stinging than sheer brutality would
'have been.
Cella Bartlett still flinched with from what my old man always
the pain of it: even now. she could said he was a character—and is,
He looked as though he would
be proud that she had not betrayed still. I imagine."
very much like to strike her: inherself that she had laughed. that
Celia was scarlet with fury, and stead rie pulled his battered suitthe had congratulated the naPPa her eves were blazing when at last case down from the rack above his
couple, that she had revealed no slit found her tongue "My name." seat and made his way out-of the
more surprise or other emotion she told the stranger. "is Cala car.
than any of the others. None of Bartlett."
them had guessed. Martin least of
"Mines Rusty Randolph
tie
(To be continued)
all, that she had been in love with said pleasantly reface consternahim.
tion struck him and he gasped and (The characters in thts serial are
So now she was picking up the his eyes flew wide open in dismay.
fictitious(
pieces. Aunt Judlith had gone on "Did you say Bartieft?"
iCopyriht Arcad .• lio•.-• 0c 1541,

Miss Joan Butterworth is spending her vacation with her -parents.
Dr and Mrs A. D. Butterworth.
She is a student at St. Joe's hospital in Memphis where she is
studying to be a medical laboratory
technician.
••
Miss Rena Mitchell of Memphis.
will arrive in 11furray next week
to make her home with her brother Phil Mitchell and Mrs. Mitchell.
Miss Mitchell will be a junior
student at Murray State college
this year where she will study
voice and music.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Jones
and family are Flow living in
their new home on N. 5th St. The
Jones residence burned a few
months ago and has just resently
been newly decorated.
••
Mr. Hal Autry and Mr. Tom
Little from Dallas, Texas, were
guests last week in the home of
Dr. and Mrs. Butterworth.
• •
W. J. Pittman will visit friends
in Indianapolis and will go from
there to Chicago where he wal
visit Mr. and Mrs. Otley.Robinson.

of Mrs. H. P. Wear on
North Fifth street was the setting Tuesday afternoon at three
o'clock for the regular monthly
meeting of Group II ?Alba Woman,
Council of the First Christian
church,
A very' interestirteaalk about the
"Hawaiian Islands" was alven by
the guest speaker Mr. A. B. Aus-

Womans Society troup III Meets
With Mrs. Frazer

Social CalendigAn executive board meeting of
the Murray Womans 'Club will be
held at three o'clock.

Group III of the Woreans Council
of the First Christian church met
at two-thirty Tpesday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. K. C. Frazee.
Mr's, H. C. 'Corn, chairman, conducted - the short business session
and Mrs. Ottis'Churchill gave the
devotiantil.
The subject of the program was
-ruerta Rica" and was very intercifiriely illustrated by Mr: L.
Williams. gueet speaker.
During the sociai hour, the hostess served refreshments to sixteen
members and twn guests.

The Wesleyan Service Guild of
the First Methodist church will
meet at 7:30 o'clock with Mrs. Robert Moyer. North Tenth street. Mrs.
Dick Sykes will be program leader.
•Wednesday, September 15 The United Daughter.: of the Confederacy will meet with Mrs. Tons
flaaa - at 2 7f,

The chairman. MI S. W. J. Gibson, presided over the business Oesslava
Twelve members and three visitars were present to enjoy 'the social
that iollawed -with Mrs.
VARSITY THEATRE
Wear serving tasty refreshments to
"Easter
the group.
raj:idea" l Hr. 43 Mini
Use our Clansifiad Ads — They
Feature Starts: 1:00-2:59-5:03-7:07so.
READ ERE CLASSIFIEDS.
-get the business.
1:11.
•

b.

Lfttleton'

TIME

tbsrea mks,/
• - -

FOR IMI
Norge 1(
tors. see
East Mai

Mr. and Mrs. John Vincent Rmig
Miss Beth Broach is visiting her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Smith.
She has just received her masters
degree from the University of Tennessee. Knoxville, Tenn., and has
accepted a position as •assistant to
the head of the physical education
department of the )(fiddle Tennessee
State college, Murfreesboro, Tenn,
• •
...
Mrs. C. E. Hobson and son Jack
will leave today for Kaoxville.
Tenn., and Pulaski. Va.
••
Mies Helen Habson of Oak Ridge.
is visiting her parents Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Halison:
• •

Miss Marcella Glasgow has re- •
turned to Murray from Corono.
California where she has served
as libriarian for the past year.
She is now at home with her
parents Mr and Mrs. J. P. Glasgow, S. 14th St:
••
Little Miss Bonnie Kay Demonbreun of Oak Ridge, Tenn.. is visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs:
C. E. Hobson.
••
Rue Beak of Louisville is spending his vacation with his father
Mr. L. L. Beale. Mr. Beale is an
instructot at the University of
Louisville and also at the Speed
Mr. • and Mrs. Leonard Crawford Scientific School in Louisville and
returned to their home in Detroit, is a former M.S.C. instructor.
Mich.. following a visit with her
Miss Mary Owen, dean of women
mother. Mrs. Laura Hopkins. Be- at Scarritt college'. Nashville. Tenn.,"
fore coming to Murray they vaca- is the house guest of Mrs. Gladys
tioned in Biloxi, Miss., awl Pensa- Scott. Miss Owen is formerly of
cola, Fla.
Calloway County and ig the daugh. ter of the late Will Owen.
a

19c
10c
25c
25c
8c
59c

YOU CAN SAVE
by trading consistently
at the
ECONOMY GROCERY

CHEAP
Wool an
ond ham
204 N. 5t

to

FOR SAI
1165-R—S•
fifth St.
555

Fara
Hi

RO

North 3

WI

exi
the

M2

TLNDER
Pound
CHUCK ROAST
55c
NO RIND
Pound 59,
SLICED BACON
FRESH
Pound
DRESSED FRYERS
72`
ROUND or SIRLOIN
Pound
BEEF STEAK
89c
EXTRA SELECT
95c
Pint
FRESH OYSTERS
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS CORN No. 2 Can 24c No.1 Can 17c
PURPLE HULL PEAS
'
'Can 15c No.2 Can 20c
box 19c
DURKEES SHREDDED COCOANUT
c
SWIFTS ROAST BEEF
SALAD DRESSING RE D ROBE Quart 47c Pint 27c
PINEAPPLE DEL "NTE No 2 Crushed 38c No, 2 Sliced 38c

ne'
as:
ut:
• all

4-oz.

12-ounce Can

LOG CABIN SYRUP in Tin

Christian Service
Group Meets With
Mrs. H. P. Wear
(.
The home

-1(x'
—
FOR SAI
hay bale
a half U
INC Mc
prheel tt
tern, seal
ber—Rut
t. Phot

30,000 FE,
BER. 13(
ing. See
Bros Sir
lucky.

LETTUCE, Large Head
CELERY, Large Stalk
GRAPEFRUIT, Sunkist, each
CANTALOUPES, Calif., each
COOKING APPLES, 2 lbs.
ONIONS, Yellow Dry, lb.
POTATOES, No. I Red, 10 lbs.

The young man decided tilat the coolness was nicrely shyness,
at her warmly.

-•

•

Mr. and Mrs. Phil Mitchell returned Tuesday afternoon after
spending the holidays with his
parents in Memphis.
• ••
Mr. and Mrs It. W. Pollard of
Harrodsburg
are spending the
week with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. R. M. Pollard,
••

••

•

DON'T F,
Sale eve
10:30, ra
don't Sc:
Anybody
buy.—Mi
and Au

Sugshine

KRISPY
CRACKERS
27c

31c r -

Bamorkist
COCO -N UT _

DUFF HOT ROLL MIX
BETTY CROCKER
CRUSTQUICK, 2 f•ar

24c

BALLARD'S PANCAKE
MIX

A
29c

LOADED WITH
TOASTIO COCONUT
.
I

19c

TOILET TISSUE, 1000 Sheet Roll

2 for 25c

PAYING HIGHEST CASH PRICE roil EGGS

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE

•

STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Rudolph Thurman, Owlier

Telephone 130

_

ME,

21

'

•
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•
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and Save Money

•

DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
Sale every Saturday beginning at
10:30, rain or shine. $2.00 if they
don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell.
Anybody can sell ... anybody can
buy.-Main Street Car Exchange
and Auction Co., Hopkinsville,
it

FY.

By JACK CUDDY
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK, Sept. 9 (UPIGeorges Carpenter, the famous
French "orchid man", was back in
New York today for another international fight at Jersey City:
But this time as a spectator.
Carpenter. still dapper and spry
at 54, flew in from Paris to attend
the world middleweight title fight
between Tony Zale and Marcel
Cerdan, French challenger, at Jersey City's Roosevelt Stadium on
Sept. 21.

round.
Roosevelt Stadium is but two
miles from where once was Boyle's
thirty acres, site of the- world's
first million-dollar fight in which
Jack Dempsey kept his heavyweight crown by knocking out
Carpenter in the fourth round on
the afternoon of July 2, 1921.
.
Carpentier, who was ruined financially by the war-time German
occupation of Paris, is staging a
come-back now as the owner of
a large nightclub in Paris and the
new "Bar Basque" at Biarritz.
The years and his troubles have
dealt lightly with once "Georgeous
Georges." The medium-sized man
in the Brown-checked sports jacket
and gray slacks told reporters at
Tournament of Champions headquarters that he weighs 168 pounds

FOR SALE-International Pickup
hay baler, 1942 Chevrolet one and
a half ton truck, 1935 Ford truck,
1930 Model-as Ford, light fouravheel trailer, public address system, seasoned oak and cedar lumRoosevelt Stadium is but a
SOR SALE: Inside door, perfect FOR RENT: Apartment, 505 Elm.
ber-Rudolph Paschall, South 13th
stone's throw from the old westcondition. See at Airlene Gas Cal 523 after 5 ococ .
S9p
t. Phone 987-J.
SI 1 SOR SALE: 5-burner table top side avenue, park, where on Oct.
Co.
12, 1920. a young, hard-hitting car.keresene stove. Good condition.
30,000 FEET OF SEASONED LUMpentier won the world light heavyWindt
steel
venetian
Call 8634 or see Cary Boggess at
BER. Boxing, decking, and fram- FOR SALE: 3
weight championship by knocking
High School.
Slip
ing. See John Nance at Nance same as new. Size 24x5S in. You
out Battling Levinsky in the fourth
Bros. Sawmill, New Concord, Ken- can buy these at a barkain. See
tucky.
S9e Mrs. George Lyles. 107 South
ANSWER TO PIEVIOUS PUZZLE
Offered
.
Fifteenth street.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on
Norge 10 Cu. ft. electric refrigera- FOR SALE: New saw mill com- COMMUNITY DECORATING CO,
30-Plat receptacle
ACROSS
32- David Coppertors, see Economy Hardware Store. plete with saw and belts and MM painting inside and outside. Corafield's wife
rAiiilpgal2E4D
11-Talking bird
33-Black eye Wring)
East Main. Phone 575.
S9c power unit. 12 milos south May- plete decorating service. Contract
35-WIld buffalo
13-Dam-building
field. E. I. Parsley, s..ynnville, or hour. Call 688-114. Free estiof India
animal
CHEAP DRESSES FOR SALE 37-Copies
14-Plural ending
SI5p mates
Ky.
tf
VElf4re. M
38-Help
18-Submarine's
Wool and crepe. Size 14. 18 secweapon
40-Oirl name
MLti S2111412 PAIM
ond hand dresses, also 2 coats.In-Itousehold god
IT-Barium 117015.)
FOR SERVICE on refrigerators, ra43-Cavalry grout)
viper
204 N. 5th.
S9p FOR SALE: On North 5th street dios, motors, electric wiring and
20-Posts
46-Streets (abbr.,
extra nice 4-room house. MoAern
48-ConJunetton
21-Bitter vetch
appliances, come in or call Green4,-Horse's gait IPL)
FOR SALE- Boy's bicycle. Call throughout. This house can be
23-To harvest
LM
field
Electric
Service,
101
E.
Maio,
-Favorite
40-Lands
24
Murray
Land
at
a
bargain.
865-R-Mrs Earl Nanney. 400 N. sold
MAGE4 sAJZ
35-Riser bank
50-Movie swords
across
from
Stove
Plant.
Phone
53-Evening
Scot.I
EE
party
Fifth St.
frAZIfel
S9p Co.. W C. Hays, office over City
54-Accompllehments
26-To break
Light Office. Office phone l062; 913 day, 759-J night. Pick up and
t3-Boxes
28-Shuts out
delivry.
EOD
11
DOWN
Site
home phone 547-J.
"S.TANDARD"
1-Lance
3
,r0
7
C
ROWLAND Refrigeration Sales and
2-Pieces of •111101
FOR SALE: White kerosene sl,ove,
Service. Supplies. Phone 993-.T.
3-ComparatIv•
Farm Tested Feeds
I.
ti
cabinet style, built-in oven; White
1.
ending
Hazel Highway. one block south
.
4-13k ia
kitchen cabinet. Call 1434. Slip
of Sycamore Street.
5-Judgruent
#7
6-Bottoms of rivers
BOAT FOR SALE-Chris-Craft
7-Branch of Tel
ram
Cruiser 1912' Dinette Model, 268-Avenue tabor.)
Found]
Lost
and
excelleht
equipped.
fool. taiTly
II-Afr!can egulme2
animals
condition. $3,500. Boat located in
10-To obliterate
Pastime Boat Club. LOST-Half moon leather change
No.
0
at
slip
12-T9 snare
ROSS FEED CO.
13-Encircled
Louisville, Kentucky. For addi- purse with covered wagon on back
16-Mixed up
12.
30
ri
19-Catamount
tional information or inspection either Saturday night on Mulberry
Murray, ky.
21-Missions
write Mr. Copenhefer at Street or Sunday morning at the
13
34,
ft-European capital
North 3rd St.
Tel. 101 se, or
28-City In Vermont
322c Clinic. Finder return purse and
the above address
31--Ood of flocks
41
4 44,0
keep the moneY, to Mrs. Jog Thur211-Pur neckpiece
31-Longs
Sac
man. 400 S. 12th St.

I

Services

-"only a half pound less than
when I fought Dempsey." His
face appeared slightly haggard, but
Mr and Mrs. Joe Phillips had as
ly a hint of *ray at the temples l-their*fests over the weekend bollmarred his mop of light-brosSn .days trair son Mr. Elbert Phillips
hair,
and daughter of Hamill
He flashed his old-time smile
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Hopkins had
as he recalled., in fluent English, as their guest over the weekend
his memories of. Jersey City- Mrs. Hopkin's mother, Mrs. Bessie
"memories sweet and memories Taylor, of Nashville, Tenn.
bitter."
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Brittain
His: title victory over tasinsky of Detroit spent last weekend with
was one of the happiest events,of their parents Mr, and Mrs. Mack
his life he said. But his &sock()
Brittain and Mr. and Mrs. Williams.
by Dempsey was his greatest dis. Mack Brittain accompanied
his n to Detroit for a week's visit
appointment.
m.
He explained. "although I was'with

FLINT NEWS

Today's Sports Parade

For Rent

For Sale

1

FOR SALE-Quaker oil heater.
Used 1 1-2 aeasims--lohn T. Las-1
alter. 3 1-2 miles from Murray on
SI4p
Concord Highway.
FOR RENT-House on Hazel highway, 2 miles from city limits.
FOR SALE-Two registered Poll Phone 738-M2.
S9c
Hereford males, Dominoe bred, 7
months old-C. R. Butterworth, 1 FOR RENT-4-room furnished aSl4p partment, electrically equipped,
mile west of Lynn Grove.
private entrance, private bath. 505
S9e
FOR SALE-One used Kelvinator Maple. Pheine 204-J.
refrigerator. 6 cu. ft.- West Ky.
FOR RENT-Basement rooms to
SlOp
Electric Co. Phone 1087.
middle age couple without children. Part of rent can be paid by
heater.
circulating
FOR SALE: Oil
helping do housework. Applicant
Almost new. Large size. Call
must give references. Telephone
Site
634-J.
Strip
1169-J.

Mr. an
rs. Lawrence Swift of
little more than a middleweight
when I fought Dem psey before Paducahower visitors in the home
ther, Mr. Genie
00.000 people and for more than of Mrs, Swift's
$1,700,000, I was convinced I, could Gilbert, last Sunda
Mrs. Norval Short,
s. Orval
beat him. I was sure I could knock
out anybody who came at me, Whitlow and their brother Z. B.
and I knew he'd come at me be- Staples, engineer at WNI3S>Murcause he was a close-quarter fight- er. I hit him on the chin with my
hardest right in the second round.
The punch staggered him, but the
bell rang 20 seconds later.
MOTHERS
"Jack came out fresh 'for the
third round. He came out, like a
tiger. And began hitting me with
the hardest punches any human
Saturday, September 11 at 7:30 at
ever threw. Nobody ever could
hit like Dempsey that day. And he
OUTLAND SCHOOL HOUSE
was shaking off my punches as if
I was patting him with my open 1
hand.. He was the toughest man I I
ever saw. Well. he knocked .me
out in the fourth."
_
Carpentier said he never had 1
seen Zale box, but he rated Cer- 1
dan a better all-round fighter.' He I
hoped Cerdan would take thei
middleweight crown from,Zale because a title victory would be a
great Stimulant to boxing in France.
Felled his -own experience, .he
said he knew how a world-title
victory would stimulate the sport
OCT.
SEPT.
in his country. And it needed
stimulation now because "we have
very few boxers who are any
Memphis, Tenn.
good at all."
Ths ex-champ's last visit to!
the United States was in 19X3,
33-Thin
* WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO-BANDS
14-Mob violence
when he made a vaudeville tour.
36-Deer 1, no
* NEW MIDWAY * THRILL RIDES * WATER SHOW
tHe remarked. "that was just be-•
37-Rese r red
31-14
•
21
•
18
doll'
(Po
*are
repeal.
People
tell
me
I
never
and
41-Beasts of burden
really sawr America because I
43-Bailors
GREATEST
THE
44-Paid athletes
was here only when the country I
47-Spiteful woman
48-Little drink
was dry. Being a night club man,
Exposition of Southern Progress Ever Shown
51-Calcium (abbr.)
I am anxious to see the differencs 1
11 _ 1•,••

A PIE SUPPER SPONRED BY THE

gsdago,c.3f6161

cum

Demonis visittici Mrs:

spendfather
e is an
.sity of
Speed
ille and
or,
wontell.

. Tenn.,"
Gladys
icrly of
daugh-

•

will be held

; BELE liou

has reCorono,
served
t year.
th her
Glas-

ray, drove to Louisville last Friday
night to be at the bedside of their
brother Paul Staples who has been
seriously ill for some time. Paul
died early Sunday morning. They
.a short funeral at his home in
Louisville Monday morning. Ray
Lynn of Benton was in charge of
the
arrangements and brought
body to the Lynn funeral home at
Benton Monday afternoon where it
remained until the funeral hour
Tuesday afternoon at Mt. Carmel
which
was conducted by Rev.
Lloyd Wilson, assisted by Rev.
Rob L. Staples. Burial was in the
Mt. Carmel cemetery.
Rev. and Mrs. H. T Luther of
Mr. and Mrs. Ruin Trevathan and
:sass of Detroit who are visiting his
father Mr. Walter Trevathan of
southeast Murray, were down for a
short visit with Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Stranak and baby and Mr. end Mrs.
Elmus Trevathan last Tuesday.

aiiroMBRNBEM
• grel

Highest Quality
at
Lowest Cost

/
,-A1.0
21'44421 F,

21_

:.

41.

WE THANK

to take this opportunity of
expressing our sincere appreciation to
the people of Murray for the splendid
manner in which they have received our
new bowling enterprise, and to further
assure one and all that we will do our
utmost to make the bowling conditions
all that can possibly be desired.
We wish

5c

9c
2c
9c

4r

.,,,
741
i
/),,,,
,

fo

17

Wanted

YOU .

RAY

BARNES

MURRAY BOWLING CENTER

5c

BUSINESS
NOW
RAWLEIGH
OPEN in Trigg and South Christian Counties. 5887 families. Products sold 25 years. Trade well established. Excellent opportunity.
Full time. Write at once. Rawleigh's. Dept KHY-l090-189A, Freeport, Ill., or see M. L. Barnes, Rt.
A26-S2-9-p
3, Murray, Ky.

Notices

41

f+

NANCY

High

and

/ WHAT'S
WRONG,
\ TILLIE ?

EVERYONE IS INVITED

26 - 3

8 DAYS & NIGHTS

By

Dry

COME IN MY
HOUSE

BOY BEHIND
ME IS ALWAYS
DIPPING MY BRAIDS
IN HIS INKWELL

THE

1

Ernie Bushmiller

IMPORTANT, TO KELVINATOR
OWNERS-If you live in Calloway
County-If you have purchased
any Kelvinator appliance, range,
refrigerator, water heater - from
any source other than your authorized dealer, Riley Furniture Co.,
your guarantee is not in effect. If
you wish to have these appliances
guaranteed, at no cost to you, contact Riley Furniture and Appliance
if
Co., at once-Phone 587.

A

1I
1:
/*

*

41
P
111'
.
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44
0

7c
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USED CARS
TRUCKS

9`
Radio, heater,
white walls, Ky. license. Nice, clean.
1942 CHEVROLET special Deluxe Club
Nice and
Coupe. All the extras.

C.P.
14./ U

•

ABBIE an' SLATS

Red Blood Cells
Must Be Kept Up
If You Want To
Feel Alive

clean.
1940 FORD Standard two-door. Nice and

Radio and

heater..

two-door.
1941 FORD two-door Super Deluxe.

1938 CHEVROLET

•

1936 CHEVROLET.
1935 DODGE 1

1-2 ton Truck.

EXTRA SPECIAL
.
1941 CHEVROLET four-door for only
•

$500.

OTHER

CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

•

LAWRENCE USED CAR LOT
Home of Guaranteed Used Cars
201 Maple

Phone 150

CHARLIE::: IT'S YOU!!! YOU'RE NOT OF COURSE HE ISN'T,
MY DEAR. BUT IF YOU'D
CHANGED, DARLING -YOU'RE
SAID YOU COULDN'T LOVE
NOT CHANGED=
,ig. I HIM ANY MORE- IF HE
WERE CHANGED -1
_.-- WOULD NEVER HAVE

E.6

6
13

,..,. -1.

,..e.

.ar---a
4%-,-_
v,

_

\

MEACK
olu
i
GIVENy
Tco H

.

-.............%

(
a '6

11,

,L 4)

Thousands Now Regaining Old
Time Pep,Vigor and Drive By
Releasing Vibrant EnergyTo

clean.
1942 CHEVROLET Fleetline.

By Raeburn Van Bureo

Returned Intact

tS DR. REDGRAVES DEFT FINGERS REMOVE
THE BANDAGES, SUE BRACES HERSELF FOR
THE SHOCK OF HER FIRST LOOK AT THE MONSTROSITY CHARLIE HAS MADE oF HIMSELF-FOR HER.

1947 FORD Club Coupe.

5c

10

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

••
,1.•
NIP b., 1.11.....1
Ta• Po, U S P.. 00-MA .,91••• ••••••••

Every Muscle,Fibre,Cell
Overwork, undue worry, and lack °fourtain foods often reduces the red-blood
strength -and starved, weak, puny
blood just hasn't the power to keep up
your energy and drive.
Every dap-every hour-millions of
tiny red-blood-cells must pour forth
from the marrow of your bones to replace those that are woria-out. A low
blood count may affect you In several
ways: no appetite, underweight, no
energy, a run-down condation. lack or
resistance to Infection and disease.
To get real relief you mttst keep up
your blood strength. Medical authorities,
by analysis of the blood, have by positive proof Shown that 15138 Tonle is
I- amazingly effective In building up low
blood strength in non-organic nutritional anemia. This Is due to the 888
Tonic formula which contains special
and potent activating Ingredients.
Affioi-12198-Thilic helps you enjoy the
food you eat by increasing the centric
digestive juice when It Is non•organtrally too little or scanty-thus the atom-L.1th will have little cause to get balky
with pa, bloat and give off that roll
food taste.
Don't wait' Energise your body with
rIch,red-blood Start on 888 Tonic now.
As vigorous blood surges throlisholit
your whole body, greater frenhnees and
strength should make you eat better,
sleep betters reel better, work better.
play better, have a healthy color glow in
your sktn-ltrrn flesh MI out hollow
Get a
Pisces. Millions of bottles sold
bottle from your drug store. SSS Tonle
helps Build Sturdy Health.

4.

By

Every Man a King!

LIT ABNER

SHMOOS DOES
%LAST YOWHY HAIN'T WE DON'T
NEED NOTHIN'. EVRYTIIMG!THEY
YO' BUYING STUFF AT MAH
AT YORE STORE, GIVES MILK, AIGS,
STORE9-044 (AIN'T EAT ALL
SOFT-HEARTED MEAT,AN're-i' EYES
TH'FOOD AM GOT IN
MAKES FINE
,...)OHN.r."" WE
AN'AI-4 (UGH./
GOT SH11100S.r7 SUSPENDER
EAT /TBUTTONS!'
EF AM

wouLowr

?TH
WHISKERS
MAKES
EXCELLENT
TOOTH-

PiCKS.07

BUT 004'LL

BE RUINED EF
EV.RYBODY HAS EV'RYTHING THEY NEED!!
AM CAN'T MAKE ANY

MONEY

NOBOCH MUM MONEY NO
MORE.P7 AN'YO'KIN HAVE
YO'WANTSEVRYTHI
JEST TH'SAME AS ANY- <
ONE. ELSE. ON YORE WAY

OUT-PICK UP A DOZEN
SHMOOS. EN TH'TIME
YO'GITS HOME,YO'LL
.
HAVE HUNDREDS!"

COULD!?

j

Al Capp

%

f
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History of Barbed Wire Discloses
Slick Dealings in Old Southwest

the idea of fencing right-of-ways
to keep the cattle off. orders began
to pour in to the Illinois firm, both
I rom, cattlemen and railroads.
Orders Pour In
•

PORT ARTHUR; Tex.' .UP--The stelea of barbed n ire, an sinncvation a.trich did much. to shapethe destiny of the great southwest,
has.. been detailed by the Port *Arthus News.

SCIENCE AT WORK
NEW YORK

Original blue finish.

clean car inside and out.

Nice

motor.

Radio, heater, tse:co.
tone upholstering. Fluid drive. Really a nice
one to drive.

1942 DODGE Town S..clan.

1940 FORD Deluxe two-door. Clean inside and out.
1940 CHEVROLET two-door Master Deluxe. Heater, newly overhauled mo:or.
1939 Dv-luxe FORD two-door. Radio, heater: spot
light, fog lights. Nice gray finish.
1939 FORD Standard. Original blue fiaiih.
h.p. motor. Rellly an economical one.

60

1939 FORD Sport Convertible. Whitewall tires.
Shiny blackqinish. Mctor first class.
1936 FORD Deluxe two-door with trunk, radio and
heater.
1946 FORD Pickup, 8-cylinder. One owner. Just
like new.
1940 FORD Pickup. Bell Telephone last owner.
You must see this one.
1941 CHEVROLET Sedan Delivery.
perfect.

Mechanically

McClure & Wilson
We Buy, Trade and Sell.
Grayson McClure

H. W. "Stub" Wilson

Fourth and Walnut

Coninroinise Reached
Gates kept turning out barbed
wire and selling it and moving
across state knes at night. Finally
he set up his plant on a river
arge, out of reach of injuncti,on
-ervers.
1"
At last he went to Elwood and
:,ornted out a hole in the patent
'he inventor had. "You can't whip
'Ile.- he said. "Why don't we quit
:.ghting each other and go in to:ether'''
By th,t time. Elwood thought it
., good idea. The competitors join• d forces and each became a mu!•:-millionaire.

The- MIT chemists are now of,
additional proof: they want
tering
nuclear fission. but also warns man
honor
-of naming the eleine, t.
itie
punof
danger
of the imp-ending
Drop the names of illinium IA lin
ishment by the vulture of war."
Of course the young chemists florentium, and call it promethetro
may still get an argument from they insist.
other factions in the chemical
world. More than 20 years ago,
JUST A PAL
chemists in the United States and
FORT WORTH, Tex. (UM— A
in Italy claimed discovery of element 61 in natural ores and pro- man treated for injuries reeeieed
posed the names of Minium and when hit over the head by a beer
botkr told authorities he didn't
florentium, respectively.
Marinsky . and Glendenin say want,to file charges. He explained
those claims have been proven in- that the person who struck hint Wie
correct—that element 61 actually "Ii friend of mine."

This particular. child of nature
for years has been known as merely "Element , 61," mostly be-cause
there have been conflicting claims
about who discovered it.
The new campaign to give the
element an official name has been
launched by Jack A. Marinsky and
L. E. Glendenin, young chemist
studying at the Massachusetts I I Istitute of Technology. They want
to call the element prometheurn. wasn't found until the atomic pile
contending that the first pure at Oak Ridge went to work.
samples of the element were proThey contend that there- is no
T
inentlt
atomic pile at Oak doubt that element 61 was produced in the atomic pile in two ways.
They chose the name Promo- by purification of the products of
theum for Prometheus, the titan uranium fission and by bombardin Greek Mythology who stole f:re ment with neutrons of a little
from heaven for the use of man- known element called neodymium.

dRueg
ideed.

A.;

... SHAVE A PIG—Whether or not he's used
to such cle.iniiness. Porky wears an air of sophisticated
boredom as hii
proud master preens him for the judges at
the 77th a•inual
Colorado State Fair in Pueblo. It inirt be
the hart 11 him.

kind ,and for his audacity was
chained to a mountain by the gods
and set upon by vultures,
"This name." they reported to
the American Chemical Society
meeting in Syracuse. -not only
symbolizes the dramatic way in
which the element may be produce in quality as a result of
man's harnessing of the energy of

---)

Coldwater News
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24 months guarantee
There will be a 10 per cent incrrase on batteries after September 20
GET THEM NOW AT THE OLD PRICE, at

Main Street Motor Sales
0. Patton

J. 0. Watson

latepoi*ge

.

..

. With Several Brands Pliced at ..lb. 51c
'
' 1'021,6 And KROGER SPOTLIGHT
.,-- Coffee always priced at .. . lb.

4oc

4

A

11C

YOU CAN SAVE

ON EVERY POUND

FRENCH Brand
Coffee

lb.

46C
a

SUGAR

PURE GRANULATED

10

Pounds Factory Sealed
Bag

Sur
day,
churc
the n
emph
Mo
plays
poste
blank
peeve
tribul
Ala
will
and
fire
fire I
TUI
up
store
We
clean
alley
to be
vide
Beall
part!
Th
spedt
bee
spedt
prenScou
Fr:
Fire
vent.
scho.

Ss
view

•

79c

be a
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vent
men
tally
and
full
nece
the
Ct
who
Mrs.
tion
Ove
Rob
Woc
win,
Boy
pub:
R•
wer
the
Hot
Bus
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KROGER

WINDSOR CLUB
.x
Lb
bo

z.
89c BREAD 2 Largco
27C
Loaves
"Cake of the Week" — Golden Layer
Homogenized for Creamy Smoothness
59,
Kroger PEANUT BUTTER 63` CHERRY FUDGE

CHEESE FOOD 2-

KROGER SODA
Salted
Pound Box

23C

MIRACLE WHIP

Pint

79C SALAD DRESSING 42C
Krcger Cut Baby Beef — Tender — Tasty
MANHATTAN
Pouncl
79c
ROUND STEAK
COFFEE
Pound
Kroger Cut Baby Beef — Less Bone — Less Waste
Pound
59,
CHUCK ROAST
56`
From High Mountain
FLOUR it 10

Pounds

Armour's White Label — 3 - 4 Lb. Pieces
Pound

SLAB BACON
PURE
LARD Pound 25,

•

•

•

Slopes

59`

50-Lb. Can

ling
the
hol
pan
wot
der'

Q.T

$11."
INSTANT CAKE

Spiced Luncheon Meat
Pound

Overshoes for all the family, Blankets, Winter Caps, Plaid Shirts, Raincoats, Sweaters, Jackets Wool or Leather
* Everything For Winter At

Jeffreys

1
1:

••

AWOL-I-RS

r_.

KROGER

PREPARE FOR IT NOW

.01PIMIWWW••••••

•

? millur ,

ilir

MARGARINE 2 Lbs. 59` CRACKERS

I,sif WATERS
,
AND HIS COLORADO
URGERS
aapaa
'
,aeon w
see.,
snow a. my ots;ms*

•

AP,

sworticivi.
coF.cre

EATMORE

Fall Means Football,-but
it also means Cold Weather

dorm
year.
over
who
the w
Spe
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chief
The :
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for F
3-9. v

1
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WE WILL GIVE YOU
$5.00
for your old battery if you buy a
new one here.
ls t 24 inc,nths Guarantee-

FRIDAY
and Saturday
v.

Prel
gest"
histor
last n
the c(
The
by G,
point(
Fire 1

Out of every $8.00 you spend in a Kroger store,
$7.90 goes to pay for the cost of the merchandise and the cost of putting it on the shelf before.yon Kroger peon' on the deal is 10 cents
No business has a smaller profit margin than
the retail food business -- no business gives
better value to you.

SPECIAL

CAPITOL

Sp4
Du
Se

VTOCCr

A "Get Ready For Winter"

here and his 15 victories are the
test record in modern Kentucky ,
football.
This year's team will be strictly
Bryant's as almost all of the vet- ,
erans from prewar days are gone.,
He will miss the - older players.,
but he isn't too gloomy about this
season's outcome.
-Our youngsters will have more
fight than usual and every team
WP play will kn ow it has been
e in a
ball game," Bryant promises.
The middle of the line will be
the weak spot Harry UliriskJ,, •
capable defense junior from 'Ambridge. Pa., will take over Jay
Rhodemeyer's center spot unless
a knee injury that kept him out
of spring practice • bothers him
again.
Reltevimt Ulinski and Flanking
the pivot spot will be untried men.
Walt
Yawarsky—of-- Cleveland.
Ohio. and Paul Young, a converted

'P

01'
When You Spend $8 \
i moo
Kroier Makes 104

-

•

Uni

By a method known as ion ex change and involving chemically
active plastic powder, elente-nt 61
was isolated in pure form, they
said,
The friendly feud among the chemists has been going on for
years. It also broke out at the annual meeting of the chemical
society in New York—but still no

Kentucky's Grid Success Will Depend
On Young,Inexperienced Linesmen

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the tackle from Louisville, Ky.. win I
ninth in a series of dispatches be reserve centers. Dick Holaway.
dealing with Southeastern confer- 183-pound junior from Youngsence football teams and their pros- town. Ohio, is sure for one guard
' spot. and Bill Pocter of Cincinnati.
Sunday guests of Mrs. Effie Gar- petets.
'Ohio. and Bill Dawson. of LouisBy HAsKLL SHORT
: •nd and Olen were Mr ind Mrs.
ville. will fight for the (thee
United Press SpOrts Writer
D Garland, Mr. and Mrs. Alton
.
.island and Mr and Mrs. Elbert . LEXINGTON. Ky. Sept. 9. ',UPI
Bryant's sophomore and junior
•:arland and family.
.
Paul • Bear
Bryant said today tackle, .will average better thin
Mrs. Lindsey CcClair of Akron. Kentucky's success this fall will 210 pounds, but all lack experi0. spent the weekend with her 'depend largely on the play he can ence. Doc Ferrell, of nearby Richmother in Paducah.
get from his young and inexper• mond. and Bob Gains. of Wwrton.
Mr. and Mrs Alvie Marine and ienced line.
W. Va.. are slated first-stringers
son Toy of Detroit are spending a
The Bear believes his potential with Frank Smootherman. of Mur!',aw days with home folks.
backfield offensive power is the freesboro. Timn.. and Lloyd McMisses Attie and Carlene Lamb greatest since he 'started mot ing Dermott. from
Covington. Ky..
pent Sunday with Mrs. Algie
Kentucky out of the Southeastern first replacements.
Conference football doldrums three
Jones, Kentucky's all-round, sreat
Mrs Allen Page remains a- bout as years ago.
athlete. and Blanda figure heavily,
.sual.
But with all of his backfield into Bryant's offensive plans. The.
Rayburn G. Adams of Detroit talent, he doesn't see how his
Bear will depend on Blanda's pass'Pont the week-end with home graduation riddled line can put
ing to Jones and six foot, four-luch
•Iks.
Kentucky into the first division Benny Zaranka, of east Chicago.
Mr and Mrs. Jennings Turner among the loop's clubs this year.
Ind., at left .end. For defensive re•nd family were Sunday afternoon
Bryant rates Georgia. Georgia placements, there are a handful of
allers of Mr and Mrs. Boyd Car- Tech. and Tennessee in the
top converted backs and linemen.
:. r of Mayfield.
bracket followed by Vanderbilt.
Bryant said his capable backMr and Mrs. Robert Turnbow Mississippi,
and Mississippi State.
field will have adequate reserve
,ere Monday guests of :dr. and The rest of
the clubs will, he bestrength. Blanda's passing improvMrs Bernard Jones.
lieves. battle for top spot in the
ed during spring practice and the
second division.
heady quarterback from LoungGraduation took 15 of Kentucky's
wood. Pa. who runs
Bryant's
first n men and left . him only
tricky T formation, is expected
Wallace , Wah Wato Jones. passto fill the air with pasaes this
snagging right end, in the line.
fall.,
Gone too are Jack Farris. leading
Giving him ground support will
ground gainer last season, and
Capt Bill Mosley. who backed up be Don •Dopeyi Phelps, of Danthe line. But the Wildcats boss ville. Ky. faster this year sines
believes George Blanda's passes his knee injury has healed. and
and Don Dope'il Phelps and 'Bill Bill Boller, the Beaver Falls. Pa .
Boiler's running. should give his whose power drives sparked Kea- ,
crew top notch offensive strength. tucky's bowl isietory over Villa- ,
nova, Bill beskovas, Fairmont. W.
Bryant said the only possible
VaY, sophomore is slated tor full.
bright spots in the line are the,
tackles but he still puts a big hack bur he may lose to Lee ,
Owensboro,
Ky
question mark on these positions. Truman. an
He added, however. that "tackle junior, who will have the edge
play this year may be the best , on defensive play. .
since I have been here."
BEAD THE CLASSIFIEDS.
Bryant is starting his third year I

This offer good
SEPTEMBER 9 to SEPTEMBER 18
Batteries for all make cars
$16.70 to $17.30
18 months guarantee
Batteries for Trucks, Tractors, Cars
$20.05

•

r

an official name.

Gates, built a portable factory
..hd located it near a state line.
When Elwood went into court and
, blamed. an injunction against the
apeiation of Gates' plant. Gates
,-imply moved across the line into
the adjoining state

New sleeve job on

TM? "or-

phan" member of the 'family of
nature's elements may soon have'

corral in as an Antonio .plaza in
the latter part of theSlaat centure) Ttey poured in so rapt. in fact
that the inventor began to figure
itte.,. southwest testion was almost
on some way to get around paying
entirely frec of, fences.
his aalsaman a commission. Elwood
Gates worked as a salesman for psoposed a higher salary without
the 'inventor of the new-tangled the commission: Gates in turn
Until John W. Gates first demo; wire. letsac Elwood of Illinois. for
pfoposed to take i cash settlement
onstrated the invention's useful- l a salary-plus commission
and get out of the business.
ness by stringing a barbed wire
After he sold the railroads on
On the verge of naming $10000
•••
a, his price. Gates noticed an anxi-us twinkle in his employer's eye
rid upped the filter* to $100,000
Elwood paid off eagerly, and
tlates used thle money to go into
:he wire business himself. despite
:he fact that Elwood held the
eaten! ,ain his invention

1942 FORD 2-door.

decision was made.
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